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In 2011 Public Citizen petitioned the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to ban and recall all
non-absorbable surgical mesh products labeled for transvaginal repair of pelvic organ prolapse
(POP) because these devices offer no clinically significant benefits in comparison with non-mesh
repair of POP and have high rates of serious complications.1 The agency denied our petition in
2014.2
Surgical mesh for transvaginal POP repair is a quintessential example of the fundamental
deficiencies in the FDA’s oversight of medical devices, particularly those that are permanently
implanted. From 2002 to 2011, dozens of such mesh products were cleared for marketing under
the 510(k) process without clinical testing. By 2011, after thousands of women had been injured
by these devices, the FDA had concluded that “serious complications associated with surgical
mesh for transvaginal repair of POP are not rare” [emphasis in original] and that it was “not
clear that transvaginal POP repair with mesh is more effective than traditional non-mesh repair.”3
In May 2014 — nearly five years ago — the FDA issued a proposed order to reclassify these
mesh products as class III devices, based in part on this panel’s conclusion that “a favorable
benefit-risk profile for surgical mesh used for transvaginal POP repair has not been well
established.”4 That order was finalized in January 2016.5 Nevertheless, the agency allowed these
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mesh products to remain on the market pending submission of premarket approval applications
(PMAs), resulting in avoidable harm to many more women.
Benefit Assessment
Most women who have POP are asymptomatic and do not require treatment. For symptomatic
women with this non-life-threatening condition, the goal of treatment is symptom relief. Thus,
the assessment of the benefits of surgical POP repair procedures necessarily must focus on
symptom relief rather than anatomic outcomes. We disagree with the FDA that “a combination
of objective and subjective outcomes…is needed to adequately evaluate the effectiveness of
surgical mesh placed in the anterior vaginal compartment against native tissue [POP] repair.”6
The FDA’s review of the scientific literature reveals that although transvaginal POP repair in the
anterior vaginal compartment with mesh results in lower rates of objectively documented
prolapse in comparison with non-mesh procedures, the use of mesh in general does not provide
better outcomes in terms of relief of prolapse symptoms and quality-of-life measures.7
Importantly, the FDA also stated that “when considering reoperation for either prolapse
recurrence or mesh erosion/exposure, mesh patients had greater odds of reoperation.”8
Of note, the 522 clinical studies evaluating Boston Scientific’s Uphold LITE and Xenform
transvaginal mesh products — which were nonrandomized and unblinded, increasing the
likelihood of bias — revealed that use of these products did not result in better subjective success
rates than native tissue repair at one, two, and three years.9
Risk Assessment
On the other hand, a review of the scientific literature demonstrates that use of mesh leads to a
high rate of serious complications, many of which require additional surgical intervention and
some of which are not amenable to surgical correction and result in permanent life-altering harm
to women.
Mesh erosion, exposure, and/or extrusion are common significant adverse effects unique to the
use of mesh in transvaginal POP repair in the anterior vaginal compartment, occurring in three to
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15 percent of patients in the first three to five years post-surgery.10 The FDA highlighted the
following regarding this adverse effect:
The FDA believes that the risk profile of surgical mesh placed in the anterior vaginal
compartment is greater than that of native tissue repair. This is because mesh
erosion/exposure, which can be serious and potentially debilitating, is associated only
with surgical mesh and not native tissue repair. Management of mesh erosion may not
be uncomplicated, may require multiple additional surgeries to address, and may
remain unresolved despite treatment.11 [Emphasis added]
The FDA’s search of the MAUDE database also documented 11,274 reports over the past decade
for all transvaginal POP mesh products, including 10,391 reports of serious injury and 77 reports
of death (see figure below).12
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The top ten problems from the reports are listed in the table below.13

Many of these same adverse events also were reported for Boston Scientific’s Uphold LITE and
Xenform and Coloplast’s Restorelle DirectFix Anterior transvaginal mesh products.14
Conclusions
Because of the FDA’s recklessly inadequate actions regarding surgical mesh for transvaginal
POP repair over nearly a decade, thousands of women have been unnecessarily harmed, many
permanently. To prevent further harm to women, Public Citizen urges the FDA to reject the
PMAs submitted for the three mesh products still on the market, thus effectively banning them.
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